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The retractable drip carrier is easy to use, sta-
ble and can be used on both sides, ready to

be used but protected when not in use

The sectioned mattress is covered with
Spentex® and is completely watertight. An

excellent contribution to the reduction of risk
of infection

Surfaces in double shell polyethylene
for efficient cleaning and added 
durability

The framework is hand polished to guarantee
a finish that will last for the entire duration 

of the stretcher
Thanks to the Twist system, the anterior wheels
can also swivel, thus amplifying the exceptional
manoeuvrability of the Cross

Cross Chrome
SSeellff  llooaaddiinngg  cchhrroommeedd  ssttrreettcchheerr

There can be no doubts: it is not only the
importance of this product, but above all the
special quality of the Cross Chrome series
which defines new parameters for self-loa-
ders. Spencer once again, demonstrates its
competence and its superiority in the market
as the producer of stretchers with high quality
levels. The great ambition of Cross Chrome
could thus be described as: rich, functional
and of an elevated value. The anterior
wheels are equipped with the exclusive Twist
system. The steering can be varied with just a
light touch on the relevant lever.
The retractable drip carrier is easy to use, sta-
ble and can be attached to both sides. This
is an innovation particularly appreciated
during the transport of critically ill patients.
But this is not all; the integrated tank carrier
boasts a 10 G certificate and is stowed in a

protected area easy to use and reach. The
anterior standing brake is evidence, once
again, of how much care Spencer also pays
to security during the operations of loading
and unloading. The extractable pillow is
adjusted with high precision.
The use of polished aluminium and of black
nylon as stylistic elements underline the dyna-
mic character of the Cross Chrome but at the
same time are also functional and help to
guarantee durability.
The Cross Chrome stretcher is supplied with
two straps model STX 702.
For i tem codes check the websi te
www.spencercross.com.

Length: 1970 mm
Shortened length: 1465 mm
Width: 570 mm
Weight: 38,7 kg
Load capacity: 160 kg
Wheels: 200 mm, front and rear 
autodirectional
Brakes: posterior
Loading height: from 480 to 750 mm
RReecclliinniinngg  ssiiddeebbaarrss
Length: 630 mm
Height: 180 mm
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G CRASH TEST 20 G

The extractable pillow can be adjusted
with great precision, easily sanitized but

above all guarantees comfort for the
patient

The berthing arch of the fixing system with
variable angles and lengths adapts to all
loading levels without having to remove

the fixing system


